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As a British owned company, having proudly  
supplied NHS Scotland for the past 10 years  
with reusable surgical instruments and 
repairs, we are delighted to announce  
we are now on 3 key frameworks:

Collaborating for  
Healthcare Excellence

NHS Scotland
Framework Awards

Our scope repair lab in Southend-on-Sea, carries out 
minor and major rigid scope repairs, backed up  
with an Industry leading 18 month warranty

Kirschner wires  
UK Manufactured in 
Southend-on-Sea, Essex

Laparoscopic Instruments NP509

Rigid Endoscope Repair NP145

Sterile Kirschner Wires NP163
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WE ALL HAVE AN

TO REFURBISH
OUR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS

ETHICAL DUTY
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Promoting education;  
sharing knowledge 

and offering training 
opportunities

Proud to be a family-run British company

Suppliers of

Surgical Holdings Instruments

Symmetry Surgical

Hermann Laparoscopic

Bissinger Bipolar

Light Leads

Din Baskets & Containers

Sterile Packed K-Wires

Custom Made Instruments

Smart Repair is our unique repair service for surgical instruments, offering the promise 
of long-term value for money in choosing the sustainable option, and a product 
replacement if we are unable to return the instrument to an ‘as new’ condition*

In choosing our innovative Smart Repair service, customers benefit from dashboard 
access to our Surgifix Online Portal, enabling you to book, manage and monitor 
repairs online with your own assigned log in. Instantly communicate directly with the 
repair team to stay up-to-date with the live progress of repairs and the option to view 
historical scope repair reports.

*For the price of the repair. Applies to the 50 most used and repaired products, correct at the time of going to press.

Manufacturer and Repairer  
of Surgical Instruments

Refurbishment & Repairs of

Surgical Instruments

Laparoscopic Instrumentation

Orthopaedic Power Tools

Electrosurgery Devices

Rigid Endoscopes

Full Tray Refurbishment

That is why...

We want to ensure you get the

possible products

so you can give

the best possible treatments

YOUR PATIENTS

ANDSAFEST
BEST

NEW

This commitment applies to the 50 most 

used and repaired products, listed on 

the next two pages. We call it our 

‘Repair or Replace Promise’

‘AS NEW’
OR REPLACED

TOP 50 PRODUCTS

...if our skilled technicians are unable 

to repair a surgical instrument to its 

original ‘as new’ condition or better 

then we’ll replace it with a new one*

PROMISE

REPAIR OR

REPLACE


